Independent book report
About the story:
Summarizes the
main idea in detail
the beginning,
middle and end

Setting:
illustrates with detail
setting, describes time
and place

My favourite part
draw and illustration
and explain why it is a
good book and
support reasons why it
would be a good read
for peers

Venn diagram:
Using a diagram to
compare two books

name:

4
Has a paragraph
for each to vividly
describe:
-beginning
-middle
-end

3
Has 3 full
sentences for
each outlining:
-beginning
-middle
-end

2
Has one sentence
to describe each:
-beginning
-middle
-end

1
-is incomplete
-partially
complete
-no detail

-illustration has
many fine and
accurate details
-100% supports the
setting description
-is coloured 100%
neatly and
accurately
-gives detail of time
in a paragraph of
writing and a
detailed depiction
of place

-picture is coloured
and uses most of
the space
-picture is has some
detail about time or
place
-picture supports
writing about the
setting of the story
described in words
-has two complete
sentences
describing setting
(time and place)

-illustration is
drawn without
colour
-not a lot of detail
of setting-is done
quickly
-one sentence
describes where the
story takes place
-describes briefly
time and place of
setting without
much detail

-illustration is

-illustration has
many fine and
accurate details
-100% supports the
favourite part of the
book description
-is coloured 100%
neatly and
accurately
-gives a detailed
support for why it is
a good book and
who should read
-has accurate
spelling and
grammar used in
book titles and
writing
-has neatly and
accurately all
components of
Venn diagram: title,
both subheadings
-has 5 points for all
3 areas of diagram

-picture is coloured
and uses most of
the space
-picture is has some
detail about theme
and plot
-picture supports
writing about the
favourite part of the
book
-has complete
sentences for each
prompt
-has all Venn
diagram
components: title,
both subheadings
-has 3 points for all
3 areas of diagram
comparing two
texts
-spelling and
grammar mistakes
are reasonable

-illustration is
drawn without
colour
-not a lot of detail
of what the book is
about
-is done quickly
-gives it’s a good
book but does not
support with
reasons in writing
-prompts are
partially complete
-Is missing any
components:
-title at the bottom
or the names of the
2 books
-has one sentence
per spot in the
diagram
-many errors in
spelling and
grammar

-beginning
-middle
-end

incomplete
-illustration is
scribbles
-illustration is done
quickly and is messy
-sentence
description of
setting is
incomplete
-missing name of
book and author
-setting does not
make senseinformation lacking
-illustration is
incomplete
-illustration is
scribbles
-illustration is done
quickly and is messy
-writing is
incomplete
-no details or
reasons outlined
-information lacking

-is incomplete
-does not compare
two books

